Jeep xj snow

A Tesla engineer bought a gorgeous Jeep Cherokee in November, but before he could spend
much time enjoying it, he got stuck in snow near Lake Tahoe. Within an hour, a blizzard hit,
preventing tow companies from helping, so the engineer left the XJ for four months to be
crushed by 10 feet of snow. Tesla Engineer sent me some pictures to illustrate just how quickly
things had gotten out of hand. When he had initially gotten stuck at around 11 a. And by 2 p. A
few months later, in mid-March, the owner of the then-subterranean mobile rectangle and two of
his friends grabbed a shovel and went out to search for the inline-six-powered SUV under the
snow. This proved rather difficult. Then they resorted to more primitive measures. Numerous
times, he and his friends dug holes after the PVC seemed to bottom out, only to find ice instead
of an entombed 4x4 legend. After roughly three hours of disappointment, the team finally hit
something hard with a pipe. So they dug a monstrous hole. This put the roof roughly seven feet
below the surface. The photo at the top of the article and the one above show how deep a hole
the engineer and his friends had to dig to reach the XJ back in March. He ran some basic
calculations on how much weight was bearing down on that roof:. A Jeep Cherokee only weighs
about 3, pounds, so flipping an XJ upside down would yield less force on that top than all the
snow did. That poor XJ. This past Saturday, over four months since the mighty Jeep beached
itself, the engineer and his friends went back out to visit, and found the roof rack poking out of
the snow. The good news is that the Cherokee started right up after a jump, though it did leak a
bit of coolant. In addition, the Jeep now has a solar cover to reduce in-cabin temperatures that
might accelerate mold growth. The main character in this story tells me that there are about six
feet of snow in the area where the Jeep has sat since January, and based on projections, he
thinks the roads will be mostly clear in the next two or three weeks. But now here comes the
dilemma. All that snow bearing down on the Jeep caused some serious damage. The hood is
dented, the windshield is cracked, and most importantly, the roof is crushed. The rear wiper and
both side mirrors are also broken, and Mr. Accept the insurance buyout? Looking at these
photos, I agree with the XJ owner that the insurance company will call this totaled. I also
noticed in the pics that the pillars look okay, and that the only significant damage appears to be
to the hood and roof, the former of which is easily replaceable. Below is a close look at those
supports in a Jeep Cherokee. The panel is toast, and those crossmembers are, too. But what
about the body sides? If just the roof panel and crossmembers were affected, and Mr. But this
engineer seems excited to tackle a new project, so, depending upon how the damage looks
from the inside, I say give it a try. Worst case, just buy another clean XJâ€”perhaps one with a
blown motor and bad interiorâ€”for dirt cheap, and swap parts over. Tech Editor, Jalopnik.
Owner of far too many Jeeps. Follow my instagram davidntracy. Always interested in hearing
from engineersâ€”email me. If the pillars are really intact there are at least a couple of options:.
The A. True Stories. David Tracy. David Tracy Posts Email Twitter. Share This Story. Get our
newsletter Subscribe. Snowplow kit for Jeep Cherokee XJ, or any vehicle Ah yes, Winter is once
again upon us. Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow. In fact, Old Man Winter Many SUV and small
truck owners dream of being able to take care of their own snowplow needs Problem is that in
the past, any snowplow worth its salt was a complete behemoth that required very involved
installations such as tapping into your power steering system which would often overwhelm the
power steering causing premature pump failure as well as other assorted mechanical problems.
On top of all that, the darn things weigh a ton and are intimidating for many people. Installation
and removal is in no way a one-man job Enter Rocky Road Outfitters. We are seeing a number
of kits which look decent in a photo online, but they're all cheap, flimsy, you get what you pay
for A key item if you're doing this at home on your own! Thicker trip springs to ensure tension
remains strong and coils tight for optimal performance when encountering obstacles Existing
holes in plow frame make it easy to add bolt-on accessories Kits can be used with lifted
vehicles to a certain point. Email us on your specific vehicle if you have questions on this as a
limitation. In addition to all of those features, we use vehicle specific, bolt-on mounts so that the
installation is a breeze. No need to weld anything to your frame, and it makes it possible to
switch the plow between vehicles. We also have kits which can mount to a standard 2" receiver
hitch not included And we also have complete snowplow kit which contains a specific mounting
system for your vehicle. You will want to find Your Snowplow Mounting Kit, or call us for your
order and we can take care of that. ALL of this snow was pushed with a Snowbear Slowplow!!!
Click pick for larger view. Your vehicle drives and looks normal every day of the week. When a
storm blows thru, you just connect the blade kit, plug it in with our easy connectors, and get the
job done. The blade itself is strong gauge steel. Not so heavy as to crush your front suspension,
but strong enough to chip thru ice and get the snow the heck out of your way! Flimsy plastic
and poly blades can't even compete. Our blades are made from steel with a durable powder coat
finish. As noted above, this awesome snowplow can move up or down with the remote control
in-cab permanent switch systems now available. Can be manually positioned left or right as

well. Pretty much every other 'personal snowplow' on the market is either fixed in position
straight forward, or requires an additional kit to allow you to turn the blade. With our system, its
all built in. Our plow systems also have an overload trip system which is spring loaded. If you
happen to ram a solid object plowing So many features for such a great price! Our great pricing
also means that your plow will probably pay for itself in single season over having to pay for a
snowplow service to do the job. You also get the reliability of No need to wait for someone to
show up on their own schedule. Snow falls, you just hop in your vehicle, hook up the blade,
plow and have some fun while you're doing it , then go on your way. Easy, easy, easy. Very
sorry We do not ship snowplows to Hawaii or Puerto Rico. Please note, sales taxes may apply
to Canadian shipments and are beyond the control of Rocky Road. Due to high demand,
delivery times are usually weeks and can vary depending on seasonal demand. Online Support.
Check out our video series on the Snowbear snowplow systems Features and Benefits. Easy Do
It Yourself Assembly. Snowplow in action, pushing snow. Jeep Cherokee XJ Snowplow
Mounting System In addition to all of those features, we use vehicle specific, bolt-on mounts so
that the installation is a breeze. This is NOT one of those cheesy blades that just plops down on
the ground and drags backing up. Or even worse, the blades that mount to your factory bumper
UP, down, left right, This is a real working snowplow that can handle real-life snow dumps. This
is an actual plow photo from Rocky Road owner GlennWakefield he lives at '. This plow session
took a couple hours, but he was able to push all of this snow off his long drivewaywith his
Suzuki car and a Snowbear snowplow. To get the huge pile with the sharp cut, he did his long
driveway in sections and built the ramp, then came back in from the side and chopped the ramp
out to open up the turnaround past his house. Snowplow Mounting Kits -- Choose one for your
mounting equipped Snowplow above. Accessories Free Shipping if purchased with plow.
Four-wheel drive doesn't repeal the laws of physics. Our Jeeps are ideally suited to driving in
the winter and with four-wheel drive, aggressive tires, straps, and other equipment on board, we
are set for those harsh conditions. The problem arises when we let that knowledge go to our
heads and forget some simple winter driving tips. Face it, while our Jeeps are ideally suited to
go in the snow, they aren't really good at stopping in the slop. Many of the aggressive tires on
our Jeeps don't have siping. Most of us don't have ABS simply because we don't trust it to stop
us on the trail. The Jeep, by nature, has a short wheelbase and a high center of gravity. All of
these things conspire to make it more difficult to do certain things in the snow. While we are
able to holeshot it out of a stoplight and leave those silly front-wheel-drive cars eating our
slush, when it comes time to stopping at the next light, we're beat. Generally, the key to winter
driving is to do it smoothly, without any abrupt motions. It will be different wherever you go, and
practice is the best thing you can do. That said, here are some more specific tips for going and
whoa-ing in the snow that you can practice in a deserted mall parking lot near you. At that point
and off-road , higher floatation tires are going to be your friends. It's all driver skill and
technique. Carry what you can fit. Let's Go! How you go in the snow all depends on what kind of
snow you're in and how deep it is. The shallower it is, the more forgiving it's going to be. If it's
got a crust on it, tread very lightly with minimal abrupt movements to maximize your chances of
staying up top. If it's really deep, the only way to keep going is to keep the engine near peak
horsepower about 3, rpm for the inline-six , but try to keep the wheel speed under control.
Wheel speed that's too high will start freezing the snow in your tires, and wheel speed that's too
slow will mean it won't clean out and you'll sink. On-road: With our big tires, we can get to the
bottom most of the time, so starting isn't that big of a deal. If there is ice on the bottom, you'll
want to keep wheelspin to a minimum when leaving a light or stop sign. As a general rule,
keeping wheelspin down is key, but we all like to have some fun. Off-road: Treat off-road snow
with care when starting. Just like deep mud and sand, feather the clutch and the throttle for the
smoothest launch you are capable of. This will help you not dig down into the evil white stuff
and maintain forward movement. High-floatation tires are the way to go for deep snow, both onand off-road. Whoa Now! When it comes to stopping in the snow, we can't say it enough: leave
more following distance than you might think you need! Whether it's the distance from the
soccer-mom mobile or the tree, give yourself enough time. The soccer-mom mobile has an
advanced ABS system and will stop better than you. The tree won't go anywhere, so when you
hit it, it'll hurt all that much more. On road: For shallower snow, ice will be the enemy. Black ice,
white ice, whatever color it is, it's dangerous. Be especially careful at dusk and just after dark,
the areas you drove through earlier will likely have ice on them later. Bridges, due to the cold air
cooling them off from below, sometimes have ice on them all day long. If you do hit ice, don't
panic and don't lock up your brakes. It might seem like you'll stop faster if you lock them up,
and sometimes you might. However, with the brakes locked up, you've got no control. Pump the
pedal like a human-powered antilock brake system. Go somewhere the first snowfall or ice
storm and practice pumping the pedal. Take it just to the point where it wants to lockup and

pump it there. Sometimes downshifting helps, if you are smooth with it. If you just dump the
clutch to downshift, it'll break you loose. Be smooth with the clutch and downshifting can
dramatically decrease stopping distances as well. Practice the techniques every year because
how often do you need to pump the brakes at the beach in the summer? Off-road: In shallow
snow, driving off-road leaves some leniency for braking technique. If you aren't going to go off
the trail and are leaving a decent following distance, locking the brakes up can be your friend.
With the loose surface under the snow, pumping the brakes can take forever to stop you. Just
remember to let up if you start veering off trail so you can steer again. Deep snow is the
equalizer. If they don't plow or salt where you are after a good snowstorm, there isn't much
difference between stopping on-road or off-road. Locking the brakes up might seem like a good
idea, but if you nosedive into the snow or brake through the crust, you'll have a hard time
getting going again. If you have to stop urgently, by all means, lock them up. But when you
don't have to stop quickly, try and do it smoothly without locking the brakes up. Steering or
swerving Whether you are on- or off-road, you will find that four-wheel drive really only helps at
lower speeds. If you're driving at higher speeds, you might as well take it out of four-wheel
drive. On-road: The biggest gripe in snow is pushing while steering. That is, your wheel is
cranked all the way over and you are still going straight. Blipping the throttle can help here.
Then again, it can also send you careening that much faster off the embankment. The idea is
that you've got to get some weight off the front tires and get them rotating again so they will
direct you where you want to go. How you do that changes with the situation. Again, practice. If
you are on ice or icy roads, just leave the Jeep in four-wheel drive. With ice, it'll help you steer
where you want to go and also help keep the short-wheelbase Jeep from spinning out. Off-road:
Stay in already-made tracks as long as they aren't too deep , keep the Jeep in four-wheel drive,
and keep the road speed down if you have to make your own tracks. These three things will
combine for the best chance of success. Those three things and exponentially increasing
horsepower, as the snow gets deeper, will keep you moving. The snow melts around trees first
because of the heat they put off. The pockets around them will then fill with light wind-driven
snow and make for a real trap! However, ice to snow does not. Voids that are too
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large will not hold snow. If the voids are too small the snow will not get picked up. Try sticking
a snowball to the sidewall of a tire and see how long it stays. Stick snow to some more snow
and you have a snowman. There are some exceptions to this because all snow is different, but,
generally speaking, a tire that holds snow for that rotation is better all around than one that
totally cleans out like a Super Swamper Bogger will. They put on great snow shows, but don't
get on a sidehill with them on icy snow! What this means is that maybe you have gone in on a
trail that was downhill most of the way, but you just may not be able to get back out. Tie the
chains on with heavy rope or really heavy tarp tie-downs. Those cheap spring and lightweight
rubber tension devices just don't do it with big chains that we need for our tires. Double the
crosslinks in the chain for safety. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Pete Trasborg
Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

